Abstract: Host-cell chromatin changes are thought to play an important role in the pathogenesis of infectious diseases. Here, we describe the first histone acetylome-wide association study (HAWAS) of an infectious disease, based on genome-wide H3K27 acetylation profiling of peripheral granulocytes and monocytes from subjects with active Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) infection and healthy controls. We detected >2,000 differentially acetylated loci in either cell type in a Chinese discovery cohort, which were validated in a subsequent multi-ethnic cohort, thus demonstrating that HAWAS can be independently corroborated. Acetylation changes were correlated with differential gene expression in a third cohort. Differential acetylation was enriched near potassium channel genes, including KCNJ15, which modulated Akt-mTOR signaling and promoted Mtb clearance in vitro. We performed histone acetylation QTL analysis on the dataset and identified candidate causal variants for immune phenotypes. Our study serves as proof-ofprinciple for HAWAS to infer mechanisms of host response to pathogens.
Introduction
Tuberculosis (TB), caused by the bacterium Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb), is the world's deadliest infectious disease, causing 1.5 million deaths per year 1 . Mtb circumvents the immune system by remodeling the host transcriptome, leading to inhibition of protective and induction of pathological immune responses [2] [3] [4] . In particular, gene expression studies on whole blood from active TB (ATB) patients suggest that alterations in pathways such as interferon signaling, inflammation, apoptosis and pattern recognition receptor signaling may contribute to TB pathogenesis [4] [5] [6] . It is likely that these transcriptomic changes in host immune cells during infection are chromatin-mediated [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Histone H3 acetylation at lysine 27 (H3K27ac), is a well-established chromatin signature of active enhancers and promoters 11, 12 that correlates with gene expression and transcription factor binding 13 . We previously profiled H3K27ac genome-wide in post-mortem autism spectrum disorder (ASD) brain vs. control and detected widespread ASD-associated chromatin perturbations converging upon specific pathways, thus providing a resource for subsequent mechanistic studies of ASD pathology 14 . Two other recent studies used the same methodology to detect thousands of histone acetylation changes in post-mortem brain samples from individuals with Alzheimer's disease 15, 16 . We hypothesize that the histone acetylome-wide association study (HAWAS) approach could also provide molecular insights into non-neurological conditions such as Mtb infection.
Here, we report a HAWAS of peripheral monocytes and granulocytes from ATB patients and agematched healthy controls. Uniquely, we profiled histone acetylation in two distinct cohorts: discovery and validation. We also generated transcriptome data from a third cohort for further corroboration of infection-associated chromatin changes. We then analyzed the data to infer specific host-response mechanisms. Finally, we used the ChIP-seq data to call SNPs within monocyte and granulocyte regulatory elements and identify histone acetylation quantitative trait loci (haQTLs), some of which may contribute to inflammatory and infectious disease susceptibility.
Results

HAWAS of active Tuberculosis
We used ChIP-seq to profile H3K27ac in a total of 190 peripheral blood granulocytes and monocyte samples from ATB patients and age-matched healthy controls (HC; Fig. 1a ), of which 135 were retained after QC (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Table 1 ). These 135 samples were split into discovery and validation cohorts, and regulatory elements in each cohort were detected as focal peaks in the ChIP-seq signal (Methods). Our granulocyte and monocyte H3K27ac profiles were highly consistent with those from the International Human Epigenome Consortium 17 (IHEC;
Extended Data Fig. 1a ).
To identify infection-associated changes in the regulatory elements, we tested each of them for differential histone acetylation (differential peak height) between ATB and HC samples in each cohort, after controlling for confounders (Extended Data Fig. 1b-d ; Methods). In total, we identified >1,800 DA peaks in each combination of cell type and cohort (Fig. 1b ,c and Supplementary Table 1 ), indicating that ATB-associated chromatin changes were widespread in both granulocytes and monocytes. Moreover, the observed histone acetylation changes were shared across ATB individuals, rather than limited to a subset (Extended Data Fig. 2a ).
Next, we investigated the correspondence between histone acetylation changes and differential gene expression. Note that, although absolute histone acetylation and gene expression readouts are strongly correlated across a single genome 13 , we expect measures of differential acetylation and differential expression to show only moderate correlation, largely due to lower signal-to-noise ratio 14 . We performed RNA-seq on peripheral granulocytes and monocytes from an independent multi-ethnic ATB vs. HC cohort and identified 1,800 differentially expressed (DE) genes in either cell type (Fig. 1d ,e, Extended Data Fig. 2b and Supplementary Table 1; Methods). As expected, DE gene fold-changes in granulocytes and monocytes were significantly correlated with foldchanges of flanking DA peaks (Fig. 1f) , and thus the two data types corroborated each other.
However, the correlation was only moderate (granulocytes: R=0.71; monocytes: R=0.30), as was also observed in our previous HAWAS study of ASD 14 (R=0.33-0.38;). These results further support our previous finding that, while differential H3K27ac ChIP-seq and transcriptome profiles 4 tend to correlate globally, they are not mutually redundant. Rather, they provide complementary views of the disease-associated changes under investigation.
One issue not addressed in previous HAWAS studies [14] [15] [16] is reproducibility of DA signals. First, we inspected a cluster of DA peaks detected in both granulocytes and monocytes from the discovery cohort near the Guanylate Binding Protein (GBP) genes, whose expression has previously been associated with TB susceptibility and host response 10, 18 . Almost all of these peaks were also detected as DA in the validation cohort (Fig. 2a) . Genome-wide, ATB vs. HC peak height fold-changes were highly correlated between the granulocyte discovery and validation cohorts (R=0.93; Fig. 2b ). Moreover, fold-change direction was also highly concordant (P-value<1e-300,
Fisher's exact test). Peak height fold-changes were less correlated in monocytes (R=0.70; Fig. 2b ), most likely due to the smaller number of monocyte ATB samples in the validation cohort (Fig.   1b) . Nevertheless, the concordance of fold-change direction was still highly significant (Pvalue=5.2e-61, Fisher's exact test), thus confirming the robustness of DA signals detected in the discovery cohort.
To evaluate the generality of ATB-associated chromatin changes identified in the exclusively
Chinese discovery cohort, we split the validation cohort into Chinese, Malay and Indian subgroups.
The smaller size of these three would tend to decrease the accuracy of ATB vs. HC fold-change estimates, and thus reduce the correlation between discovery and validation. Nevertheless, for granulocytes, the correlation between discovery and each of the three validation subgroups remained high (R=0.82-0.88; Extended Data Fig. 2c ). Monocytes showed a similar trend, except for the Chinese monocyte validation dataset, which contained only one ATB individual (Extended Data Fig. 2c) . Thus, the global host chromatin response detected in the Chinese discovery cohort was also shared by Chinese, Malay and Indian subjects from the validation cohort.
To evaluate overall chromatin divergence between ATB and HC, we performed principal component analysis (PCA) on discovery DA peaks (Fig. 2c) . As expected, the first principal component (PC1) separated ATB and HC samples in both granulocytes (P-value=2.2e-9; onesided t-test) and monocytes (P-value=6.3e-6). We then used discovery DA peaks to evaluate chromatin divergence between ATB and HC in the validation cohorts. Notably, PC1 Again Table 2 ). Type I interferon signaling genes were also enriched, though at a lower level, near monocyte upregulated DA peaks.
Upregulated monocyte DA peaks were most prominently enriched near chromatin assembly genes, indicating widespread chromatin reorganization in monocytes in response to TB (Fig. 3a and   Supplementary Table 2) . Notably, genes related to voltage gated potassium channel activity were also enriched (P-value=9.8e-5). Most prominently, the inwardly rectifying potassium channel subfamily J member 15 (KCNJ15) gene locus contained 8 upregulated peaks in monocytes, suggesting extensive chromatin changes upon Mtb infection (Fig. 3b ). This locus also contained 5 upregulated peaks in granulocytes.
Next, we used GOrilla 20 to detect functional categories enriched in DE genes (fold-change≥1.5, FDR Q-value≤0.05). Genes upregulated in granulocytes showed greatest enrichment for "defense response to other organism" (P-value=2.2e-28; Fig. 3c ), including genes associated with viral defence and innate immune response (Supplementary Table 2 ). The latter two functional categories were also strongly enriched for DA peaks upregulated in granulocytes (Fig. 3a) . These results are consistent with gene expression changes previously observed in whole blood from ATB patients, and also with the known role of type I interferon in host response to Mtb [4] [5] [6] 10, 21 . Upregulated genes in monocytes were enriched for "regulation of multicellular organismal process" (P-value=3.4e-6 16; Fig. 3c ), which included genes associated with inflammatory response and regulation of response to external stimulus (Supplementary Table 2 ).
To identify the most extensively altered chromatin loci in TB, we tested whether the peaks near individual genes were enriched for differential acetylation (Fig. 3d) We then used Homer 25 to scan for super-enhancers (SEs) 26 in ChIP-seq profiles from the discovery cohort. SEs are known to strongly activate gene expression in a cell-type-specific manner. They are thus likely to be important for the functioning of the corresponding cell type, though it is not clear if they are functionally distinct from regular enhancers that drive strong gene expression 27 .
We identified 757 SEs in granulocytes and 905 in monocytes (Supplementary Table 1 ). Notably, many of the DA peak clusters overlapped SEs (Fig. 3d) , which further supports the significance of the corresponding DA loci in host response to ATB. In particular, the upregulated monocyte DA peak cluster near KCNJ15 was mostly contained within an SE that also showed significantly increased acetylation in ATB (Fig. 3b ,e,f).
Role of KCNJ15 in host response to TB
We prioritized KCNJ15 for functional validation because: 1) this locus showed the greatest enrichment for upregulated monocyte DA peaks, 2) the DA peaks coincided with an SE, 3) its role in monocyte physiology, infection and inflammation has not been previously studied and 4) 7 potassium channels have not been studied in the context of mycobacterial infection. KCNJ15
encodes the poorly characterized two-transmembrane tetrameric inward-rectifier type potassium (K + ) channel Kir4.2 [28] [29] [30] , which potentially allows K + to flow into cells when hyperpolarized 31 .
Consistently, patch-clamp analysis in the human monocyte cell line THP-1 revealed an inwardly rectifying K + current that was blocked by Ba 2+ in a voltage-dependent fashion (Extended Data Fig.   3 ). To corroborate the increased histone acetylation at KCNJ15 in granulocytes and monocytes (Fig. 3b,d ,e,f), we analyzed KCNJ15 mRNA expression in five different TB cohorts (Supplementary Table 3 ). In all five cohorts, KCNJ15 mRNA levels in granulocytes, monocytes or whole blood were significantly higher in ATB than in HC, with monocytes showing the greatest change ( Fig. 4a and Extended Data Fig. 4a,b) . In the UK dataset, KCNJ15 expression in whole blood was attenuated after two months of treatment and reached levels comparable to those of healthy individuals within 12 months (Extended Data Fig. 4b ). KCNJ15 expression was also found to be significantly upregulated in whole blood from Thai ATB patients 32 . Despite the consistent evidence from transcriptomics studies, KCNJ15 has not previously been prioritized for mechanistic analysis of host response to TB, perhaps because other genes showed even greater differential expression. In terms of histone acetylation response, however, this locus is a clear outlier and thus a strong candidate for functional studies.
To investigate the causal relationship between mycobacterial infection and KCNJ15 expression, we infected primary monocytes and THP-1 cells with Mtb and BCG, respectively, and observed increased mRNA and protein expression upon infection (Extended Data Fig. 4c- 34 , which are commonly observed in human TB (Extended Data Fig. 5f ,g). Autophagy is induced upon dephosphorylation of mTOR, which inhibits mTOR's activity 35 . In our experiments, elevated extracellular K + caused hypophosphorylation of Akt, mTOR and pS6
(an mTOR substrate), indicating decreased Akt-mTOR signaling ( Similar suppression of Akt-mTOR signaling by increased [K + ]i has been described in T lymphocytes 36 . Overall, our results indicate that Kir4.2 is a conduit in the cell membrane for K + to enter monocytes, and its upregulation is a protective host response to Mtb infection.
Identification of haQTLs and association with eQTLs and GWAS
In addition to identifying disease-associated chromatin changes, HAWAS data can be used in conjunction with the G-SCI test 37 to sensitively detect SNPs associated with population variation in histone acetylation, i.e. haQTLs 14 . These haQTLs could then be used to identify candidate causal variants in GWAS loci 14, 17, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . We identified 3,066 haQTLs in granulocytes and 3,377 in monocytes (FDR Q-value≤0.05; Fig. 5a ,b, and Supplementary Table 4 ). Note that disease status was regressed out prior to QTL analysis (Methods), and thus the resulting haQTLs are not specific to TB. The haQTLs from our Chinese cohort were strongly enriched for high linkage disequilibrium (LD) with haQTLs previously detected in granulocytes and monocytes from a European cohort 17 . Nevertheless, >75% of our haQTLs were novel ( Table 5 ).
To identify haQTLs that may contribute to human phenotypes, we tested them for LD with noncoding GWAS variants (P-value≤5e-8) for infectious diseases, inflammation and autoimmune disorders 44 (Methods; Supplementary Table 6 ). None of the 13 TB-associated SNPs from the GWAS catalog were in LD with our haQTLs, perhaps because 10/13 were detected in non-Asian populations 45 (Supplementary Table 6 ). We then examined the 30 Asian GWAS SNPs associated with leprosy, which is caused by Mycobacterium leprae. These 30 SNPs were enriched for LD with granulocyte haQTLs (P-value=1.9e-4; Fig. 5e and Supplementary Table 6 ), suggesting that some of the granulocyte haQTLs may contribute to mycobacterial infection by altering gene regulation in host cells 4 . We also tested the haQTL sets for association with GWAS SNPs for inflammation and autoimmune disorders (Supplementary Table 6 ). Most prominently, monocyte haQTLs were enriched for LD with autoimmune GWAS SNPs (P-value=1.1e-5; Fig. 5f ).
Granulocyte haQTLs showed a similar, though lower, enrichment. In addition, granulocyte haQTLs were significantly enriched in GWAS loci related to inflammation (P-value=1.1e-3).
Thus, the haQTL sets likely contain multiple genetic variants contributing to inflammation and autoimmune disorders.
Discussion
Our study broadens the scope of the approach by demonstrating its applicability to an immune phenotype. Since previous HAWAS analyses were based on a single cohort, the reproducibility of the detected DA peaks could not be established. In addition to identifying disease-associated chromatin traits (DA peaks), HAWAS provides a rich resource of haQTLs, some of which are likely to represent the underlying causal variants within GWAS loci. GWAS results can be population-specific, most commonly because of differences in allele frequency and linkage between population groups 46 . These two factors may also contribute to population differences in haQTLs. For example only 22% of Chinese granulocyte and monocyte haQTLs were present in the corresponding European haQTL sets 17 ( Fig. 5C) . Moreover, the causal candidates inferred through LD with GWAS variants were also largely unique (Supplementary Table 6 ). Overall, our results suggest that haQTL analysis in novel populations could substantially expand the set of known regulatory variants and thus aid in the prioritization of causal candidates in GWAS loci.
The >2,000 differentially acetylated loci identified in this HAWAS provide a large set of candidates for locus-specific mechanistic investigations into Mtb-induced host response. The enrichment of DA peaks near voltage-gated potassium channels is particularly intriguing.
Although this gene category has not previously been examined in the context of innate immune response to mycobacterial infection, the connection to TB is plausible because potassium channels are thought to stimulate autophagy 47, 48 , a known mechanism of TB control by monocytes and macrophages 33 . All subjects provided consent to be included in the study. In infection experiments, no antibiotic was used. Macrophage differentiation of THP-1 cells was effected by treating with 100 ng/mL phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) for 24hr. Cells were then washed and rested for 24hr prior to infection.
Primary Monocytes and Granulocytes. Primary cells were purified from the blood of subjects recruited in this study (see below).
Cell separation and isolation from human peripheral blood. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) and granulocytes were separated using a Ficoll gradient and RBCs were lysed.
From PBMCs, monocytes were isolated using CD14 + immunomagnetic separation beads (MACS, Miltenyi). Isolated cells were immediately fixed with 1.6% paraformaldehyde and stored at -80 o C before processing for Chip-seq. Flow cytometric analysis was performed on purified cell populations using monoclonal antibodies against CD3, CD14 and CD15. Both cell populations showed purity >95% (Extended Data Fig. 8 ). ChIP-seq datasets from 90 granulocyte and 100 monocyte samples.
ChIP
Read alignment, peak calling and peak height normalization. Reads were mapped to the human genome (GRCh37) using BWA-0.7.5a 50 at default parameter settings as described previously 14, 37 .
Reads not annotated by BWA as properly paired were discarded, as were reads with mapping quality<10. Duplicate reads (read-pairs mapping to the same genomic location) were collapsed.
For each sample, ChIP-seq peaks were detected relative to input control using DFilter 13 at a Pvalue threshold of 1e-6. For either cell type, the initial peak set was defined as the union of peaks from the entire set of discovery and validation samples from Batches 1 and 2, which included the vast majority of samples (Supplementary Table 1 ). Peaks wider than 8Kb were then discarded. We performed multi-sample correction for GC bias 13,37 separately on each processing batch. We then discarded samples with low complexity as measured by the number of unique read-pairs (<15 million for Batches 1 and 2; <30 million for Batch 3). We also discarded samples with high GC bias (>4,500 peaks showing greater than two-fold GC bias in either direction).
Of the 135 retained high-quality samples (74 granulocyte, 61 monocyte), we designated those from age-matched Chinese donors in Batches 1 and 2 as belonging to the discovery cohort (Fig. 1b) .
The remaining samples, which were multi-ethnic (Chinese, Malay, Indian) and included a third processing batch, constituted the validation cohort. For each combination of cell type and cohort, the final consensus peak set was then defined as the set of peaks detected in at least 5 of the retained high-quality samples (Supplementary Table 2 ). These consensus peaks presumably indicate the locations of active enhancers and promoters in the corresponding samples. Note that only 14 autosomal chromosomes were considered in our analyses. Peak heights within each peak set were quantile normalized to match the distribution of mean peak height.
Differential Peak Calling. The following 7 biological and technical confounders were considered in our analysis of peak height variation across samples in the discovery cohort: age, sex, number of reads, median insert size, number of peaks, percent unique reads, and sequencing batch. We used an iterative strategy where the confounder that explained the greatest amount of variance was regressed out at each iteration (Extended Data Fig. 1b) . Note that confounding factors were regressed out from the logarithm of the peak height matrix, following the multiplicative-effects model used previously 14 . The procedure was terminated when the first 5 principal components of the residual peak height matrix were uncorrelated with any of the 7 potential confounders (Spearman correlation coefficient≤0.4; Extended Data Fig. 1c ). This regression strategy accounts for the non-independence of confounding variables. By this procedure, we regressed out four covariates from the monocyte dataset (batch, no. of peaks, percent unique reads and sex) and four from the granulocyte dataset (batch, no. of reads, no. of peaks, and sex). Data from the multi-ethnic validation cohort were controlled for two additional covariates: age and ethnicity (Extended Data   Fig. 1c ). For each cohort, differentially acetylated peaks were determined using a 2-step approach 14 . First, using all individuals in the cohort, a differential acetylation P-value was calculated for each peak using the 2-sample one-sided Wilcoxon test (FDR Q-value≤0.05; foldchange≥1.2). We then followed a procedure designed to restrict the DA peak analysis to the core set of consistent samples, i.e. samples that displayed a global histone acetylation signature consistent with their categorization as ATB or HC 14 . Briefly, we defined the pairwise distance between two samples to be the Pearson correlation coefficient of their peak height vectors (DA peaks only). For each sample, we then calculated its median distance from HC samples and its median distance from ATB samples within the same cohort. If an HC sample was closer to ATB samples, it was discarded from the core set. Similarly, ATB samples that were closer to HC were also discarded from the core set. The final core set used for DA peak calling comprised 47 ATB and 71 HC samples (Fig. 1b) . The final set of DA peaks was then defined based on samples from the core set (FDR Q-value≤0.05; fold-change≥1.2; Supplementary Table 1) . Discovery-cohort DA peaks defined in this manner were independently corroborated using the validation cohort (Fig.   15 2b). Peak height heatmaps and MA plots for samples from the core set are shown in Extended Data
Figs. 2a and 1d.
Functional Enrichment Analysis of DA Peaks. We used the GREAT tool 19 to separately determine the enrichment of gene categories in up-and down-regulated peaks. Genes were associated with regulatory regions using the basal+extension association rule defined by GREAT.
The statistical significance of DA-peak enrichment near genes from any particular category (relative to all peaks) was calculated using Fisher's exact test (FDR Q-value≤0.05; foldchange≥1.5). Enriched functional categories containing fewer than 6 genes flanking DA peaks were then discarded. Finally, for display in Fig. 3a , we discarded any enriched gene category if it was redundant with a higher-ranked (more significant) category. Redundancy between two functional categories was defined as overlap of ≥40% in the number of genes flanking DA peaks.
The complete list of GREAT results, including redundant hits, is shown in Supplementary Table   2 . Enrichment analysis of DA peaks near individual genes (Fig. 3d) was performed using the same statistical method, except that in this case each peak was assigned to its two closest genes.
Comparison with IHEC data. We downloaded bigwig and peak files corresponding to 184 granulocyte and 173 monocyte H3K27ac ChIP-seq datasets from the IHEC Data Portal 51 . We obtained the intersection of IHEC peaks with peaks in our data (26,429 granulocyte and 33,720 monocyte peaks common to both) and used the bigWigAveToBed tool to calculate peak heights in the IHEC dataset 52 . For comparison to IHEC, we converted BAM files from this study to bigwig format and then ran bigWigAveToBed on the same peak regions. For each peak region, we correlated mean peak height (across samples) in the IHEC dataset to mean peak height in our own.
Detection of SEs.
For each monocyte and granulocyte sample from the discovery cohort, SEs were ascertained using Homer 25 . SE annotations for each cell type were merged by constructing the union set of SEs from individual samples. Elements of the union set that overlapped SEs in fewer than 5 individuals were discarded, resulting in a final set of 757 consensus SEs in granulocytes and 905 in monocytes. SE peak height in each sample was defined as the number of ChIP-seq reads mapped to the corresponding genomic region. The SE coordinates and read counts for each sample as calculated by Homer are given in Supplementary Table 1 .
RNA-seq of isolated granulocytes and monocytes. RNA-seq was performed on 39 granulocyte and 39 monocyte samples from ATB and HC individuals ( Fig. 1d and Supplementary Table 1 RNA-seq data analysis. Gene-specific read counts were normalized to RPKM values and a consensus set of expressed genes was defined as those that were expressed (log2(RPKM)≥-0.5) in at least 5 individuals.
This yielded 12,465 expressed genes for granulocytes and 13,309 for monocytes. One granulocyte sample was discarded due to poor library quality (percent reads mapped=45.3% and percent uniquely mapped reads=43.1%). Age, sex, ethnicity, and four technical covariates (number of reads, fraction of reads in exonic regions, percent of reads mapped to the human genome, percent uniquely mapped reads) were regressed out from the log2(RPKM) values (Extended Data Fig. 2b ). Differentially expressed (DE) genes were subsequently ascertained by the same two-step procedure as was used on ChIP-seq data (Supplementary Table 1 ). As before, we used the two-sample one-sided Wilcoxon test to quantify statistical significance (FDR Q-value≤0.05; fold-change≥1.5). Differential expression was correlated to differential acetylation by associating DE genes to all DA peaks within 10Kb of their transcription start site (Fig. 1f) .
Gene ontology analysis was performed using GOrilla 20 Transcriptomic data. KCNJ15 gene expression profiles were analyzed in the 77 RNA-seq samples (Fig. 1c) and four publicly available clinical datasets of whole blood gene expression profiles from ATB patients (n=92) and healthy individuals (n=61), patients with TB undergoing therapy at various time points (n=7) (Supplementary Table 3 ). The following primers were used to measure KCNJ15 expression by quantitative RT-PCR in in vitro experiments:
F -CCCGGTGAGCCCATTTCAAATC and R-GACCAACTGAGCAACCAACAGG. SNP Calling. All discovery samples indicated in Fig. 1b were used for SNP calling as described previously 14, 37 . Following GATK best practices, the BAM file for each ChIP-seq sample was realigned at given indel sites and base qualities were then recalibrated 53 . For each sample, GATK's
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Haplotype Caller was ran in GVCF mode, and subsequently multi-sample SNP calling was performed on all samples (granulocytes plus monocytes) using GATK's GenotypeGVCFs tool.
The raw SNP call set was filtered using our custom pipeline for SNP calling from ChIP-seq data 37 .
Based on criteria defined in 37 , we filtered out SNPs that matched any of the following: QD<4.185, Inbreeding Coefficient<-0.398, within a SNP cluster of more than 19 SNPs in a 100bp window, Homopolymer run≥18, and Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium binomial test P-value≤1e-3. We additionally imposed the criterion that a SNP should be supported by at least 5 non-reference reads across all datasets, and at least one of the datasets should have 3 or more non-reference reads. We also discarded SNPs contained within UCSC Genome Browser self-chains blocks with a normalized score>90. Based on this pipeline, we discovered 362,021 SNPs in ChIP-seq peaks, of which 247,411 were polymorphic in the granulocyte dataset and 273,753 in the monocyte dataset.
Genotyping. All samples were genotyped using the Illumina OmniExpress v1. disease status was regressed out from the peak-height matrix used for DA peak calling, and the residual was used for G-SCI analysis 14 . In this study, the G-SCI test procedure was refined in two ways. Firstly, for each SNP k, we replaced the uniform allele frequency prior used in the original study with a SNP-specific allele frequency fk. Thus, for each SNP, we estimated four parameters by maximum-likelihood (fk, a, b, and s) instead of three. Secondly, we modified the method for permutation testing to convert raw P-values to final P-values. The original permutation approach 37 randomized the data by permuting peak heights across samples for the same SNP. In addition, reference and non-reference base calls were randomly flipped with probability 0.5 at heterozygous sites. In the current study, this procedure was generalized and accelerated by randomly swapping data between ChIP-seq units. A unit was defined as the peak height and allelic counts for a SNP in a single individual. Thus the total number of units would equal the number of SNPs times the number of individuals. Units were then binned in three dimensions according to their peak height, number of reads covering the SNP and fraction of non-reference reads. Units within the same three-dimensional bin were randomly permuted, and the haQTL P-value was then calculated for each SNP. As before, the permutation-test P-value was then calculated based on the rank of the raw P-value relative to the P-values of permuted data. Again, as before, SNPs with an adjusted P-22 value of 0 after 1 million permutations were assigned an adjusted P-value of 5e-7. FDR correction and filtering for QTL effect size was performed as before 37 .
Overlap between haQTLs and eQTLs. We downloaded the granulocyte eQTLs 43 and obtained the subset that was in tight linkage with SNPs we called within granulocyte ChIP-seq peaks. The genotypes from the European population of 1000 Genomes were used in the LD calculation, with a threshold of R 2 ≥0.8 and maximum distance of 500 Kb. As before, we corrected for LD within the eQTL set by constructing the LD network of the eQTL set and replaced each connected component in the network by the SNP with the best eQTL P-value 37 . This resulted in 1,257
Naranbhai eQTLs used for analysis. We downloaded the naïve monocyte eQTLs 42 and used the same procedure to obtain a final set of 2,216 eQTLs for further analysis. We also downloaded neutrophil and monocyte eQTLs 17 and retained those with an FDR Q-value≤0.05. If a gene had more than one eQTL, the one with the best P-value was kept and the others were discarded. Chen et al. eQTLs were further filtered based on LD as described above, resulting in 3,069 neutrophil and 3,460 monocyte eQTLs for further analysis. Note that the vast majority of granulocytes in peripheral blood are neutrophils. For each SNP from the four eQTL sets, the LD with haQTLs from the corresponding cell type was calculated using the same 1000 Genome population and LD thresholds as above. To calculate the statistical significance of the LD, we randomly chose 1.5 million SNPs as a control set, and used a method as before wherein the likelihood of linkage of the control set and eQTL set with haQTLs was calculated while adjusting for allele frequencies, genomic location biases (distance from nearest TSS of a gene), biases in LD block sizes between the eQTL SNP and control SNP, and correcting for LD within each of the four eQTL sets 37 .
Overlap with published haQTL datasets. We downloaded neutrophil and monocyte H3K27 haQTLs 17 and processed them in a similar manner to eQTLs. First, we filtered for FDR Qvalue≤0.05 and retained only the most significant haQTL for each ChIP-seq peak. We then discarded haQTLs that were not in LD with any SNP within our ChIP-seq peaks (LD was defined as R 2 ≥0.8, distance≤500kb). As above, these were further filtered to retain only one haQTL per LD cluster, resulting in 3,625 neutrophil H3K27ac QTLs and 4,357 monocyte H3K27ac QTLs.
We then calculated the statistical significance of the linkage of these haQTLs with our own haQTLs using the method described above for eQTLs.
Statistical significance of LD between haQTLs and GWAS SNPs. We downloaded phenotypeassociated SNPs from the NHGRI-EBI GWAS catalog 44 (downloaded May 2018; Supplementary Table 6 ). Only SNPs with genome-wide significance (P-value<5e-8) were retained and duplicates were removed. GWAS SNPs annotated with GRCh38 coordinates were lifted over to GRCh37. To create the set of TB-associated SNPs, GWAS results from two TB association studies not represented in the catalog were added to the list 55, 56 . Since LD with haQTLs was calculated using genotypes from 1000 Genomes data, we obtained the subset of SNPs genotyped in 1000 Genomes, resulting in 3 TB-associated SNPs in the Asian population (out of 3), 10 in the European population (out of 17) and 0 in the African population (out of 5). LD between these 13 GWAS SNPs and haQTLs was calculated using 1,000 Genomes data from the population in which the GWAS study was performed (R 2 ≥0.8, distance≤500kb). We next downloaded 30 SNPs associated with leprosy from NHGRI-EBI GWAS catalog 44 all of which were in East Asian populations and also genotyped in 1000 Genomes. We obtained inflammation-associated SNPs from the GWAS catalogue 44 , and found that 80 of the 81 EUR SNPs were genotyped in 1000 Genomes. We also used a set of 627 EUR autoimmune GWAS SNPs 37 with P-value≤5e-8 (Supplementary Table 6 ).
To calculate the statistical significance of linkage between GWAS SNP sets and haQTLs (leprosy, autoimmune and inflammation; Fig. 5e ,f), we used a method that corrects for allele frequency, distance to the nearest transcription start site and biases in LD block size between haQTL and control SNPs 37 . Fig. 1 . Histone acetylome-wide association study of TB. Scale-bars: 2µm. All P-values were calculated using unpaired t-test, unless otherwise specified. *:
P-value≤0.05; **: P-value≤0.01; ***: P-value≤0.001; ****: P-value ≤0.0001. Error bars: standard error.
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